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The most studied comparator networks are sorting and merging networks. Inthe early 1960's, Batcher proposed the odd-even merge algorithm to merge twosequences of n and m elements, n � m, which can be implemented by a mergingnetwork of size O((m + n) logm). In the early 1970's Floyd [12] and Yao [18]proved the asymptotic optimality of Batcher's networks. The lower bound hasrecently been improved by Miltersen, Paterson and Tarui [13], closing the long-standing factor-of-two gap between upper and lower bounds. It is noteworthyto recall, that merge can be solved in the comparison tree model with a tree ofdepth m + n� 1.Batcher also showed how his merge algorithm could be used to implementsorting networks with size O(n log2 n) and depth O(log2 n) to sort n inputs [12].For a long time, the question remained open as to whether sorting networkswith size O(n logn) and depth O(logn) existed. In 1983, Ajtai, Koml�os and Sze-mer�edi [1] presented sorting networks with size O(n logn) and depth O(logn) tosort n elements. This result, although partially unsatisfying due to big constantshidden by the O-notation, reveals that the sorting problem requires the sameamount of work in both comparison tree and comparator network models.Selection, sorting and merging are strictly related problems. Several sequen-tial algorithms with linear work have been discussed for selection. The �rst isdue to Blum et al. [4] and requires 5:43n comparisons. This result was later im-proved by Sch�onhage et al. to 3n [16] and by Dor and Zwick to 2:95n [7, 8]. Bentand John proved a lower bound of 2n for this problem [3]. Dor and Zwick [9]improved it to (2+ �)n [9]. For a survey of previous work on lower bounds in thecomparison tree model, see the paper by Dor and Zwick [9].An (n; t)-selection network is a comparator network that selects the t small-est elements in a set of n elements. Alekseev [2] proved that an (n; t)-selectionnetwork has at least size (n� t)dlog(t + 1)e.1 For t = 
(n�) and 0 < � < 1, theexistence of a work optimal selection network immediately follows by the sortingnetworks of Ajtai et al. However, since selection networks do not need to do asmuch as sorting networks, and due to the big constant hidden by the sorting net-works in [1], selection networks with improved constant factors in both depth andsize have been developed. In particular, Pippenger proposes a (n; bn=2c)-selectionnetwork with size 2n logn and depth O(log2 n) [15]. More recently, Jimbo andMarouka have constructed a (n; bn=2c)-selection network of depth O(logn) andof size at most Cn logn + O(n), for any arbitrary C > 3= log 3 � 1:89, whichimproves Pippenger's construction by a constant factor in size and at the sametime by an order in depth [11].The preceding summary shows that work optimal comparator networks havebeen studied for merging, sorting, and selection. Although the heap data struc-ture has historically been strictly related to these problems, we are not awareof any comparator network for the heap construction problem. In this scenario,we show that heap construction can be done by comparator networks of sizeO(n log logn) and depth O(logn), and that our networks reach optimal size byreducing the problem of selecting the smallest logn elements to heap construc-1 All logarithms throughout this paper have base 2



tion. Finally, since �nding the minimum requires at least a network of size n� 1and depth dlogne, our heap construction networks also have optimal depth.1 PreliminariesLet us review some de�nitions, and agree on some notations used throughoutthe paper.A binary tree of size n is a tree with n nodes, each of degree at most two. Anode x of a binary tree belongs to level k if the longest simple path from the rootto x has k edges. The height of the tree is the number of edges in the longestsimple path starting at the root of the tree. The subtree Tx rooted at node x atlevel k is the tree induced by the descendants of x.A complete binary tree is a binary tree in which all the leaves are at the samelevel and all the internal nodes have degree two. Clearly, it has height blognc.A heap shaped binary tree of height h is a binary tree whose h�1 uppermostlevels are completed �lled and the h-th level is �lled from the left to the right.In a heap ordered binary tree, each node contains one element which is greateror equal to the element at its parent.Finally, a binary heap is de�ned as a heap-shaped and heap-ordered binarytree [17], which can be stored in an array H as an implicit tree of size n, asdepicted in Fig. 1. The element of the root of the tree is at index 1 of the array,(i.e., root is stored in H[1]), and given an index i of a node x, the indices of itsleft and right children are 2i and 2i + 1, respectively.A comparator network with n inputs and size s is a collection of n horizontallines, one for each input, and s comparators. A comparator between line i andj, briey i : j, compares the current values on lines i and j and is drawn as avertical line connecting lines i and j. After the comparison i : j, the minimumvalue is put on line i, while the maximumends up on line j. Finally, a comparatornetwork has depth d, if d is the largest number of comparators that any inputelement can pass through. Assuming that each comparator produces its outputin constant time, the depth of a comparator network is the running time of sucha network. From now on, let us refer to comparator networks simply as networks.For a comprehensive account of comparator networks, see [12, pp. 220-246].2 Sequential Heap ConstructionIt is well known that an implicit representation of a binary heap H of size ncan be built in linear sequential time by the heap construction algorithm ofFloyd [10]. Because we base our heap construction networks on Floyd's algo-rithm, we rephrase it as follows:Assuming that the two binary trees rooted at the children of a node i areheaps, the heap-order property in the subheap rooted at i can be reestablishedsimply by bubbling down the element H[i]. We let the bubbling down procedurebe denoted Siftdown. At each step, Siftdown determines the smallest of the



elementsH[i];H[2i], andH[2i+1]. IfH[i] is the smallest, then the subtree rootedat node i is a heap and the Siftdown procedure terminates. Otherwise, the childwith the smallest element and H[i] are exchanged. The node exchanged withH[i], however, may violate the heap order at this point. Therefore, the Siftdownprocedure is recursively invoked on that subtree.We can now apply Siftdown in a bottom-up manner to convert an arrayH storing n elements into a binary heap. Since the elements in the subarrayH[(bn=2c + 1) ::n] are all leaves, each is a 1-element heap to begin with. Then,the remaining nodes of the tree are visited to run the Siftdown procedure oneach one. Since the nodes are processed level by level in a bottom up fashion,it is guaranteed that the subtrees rooted at the children of the node i are heapsbefore Siftdown runs at that node.In conclusion, observe that the Siftdown routine invoked on a subheap ofheight i performs 2i comparisons in the worst case, and that the worst caserunning time of the heap construction algorithm of Floyd described above isPblognci=0 n2i � 2i = O(n), which is optimal.
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Fig. 1. A binary heap of size 15 and its implicit representation.3 Heap Construction Networks of Size n log nIn this section we present heap construction networks which have size at mostnblognc and depth 4blognc � 2. Notice that any sorting network could also beused as a heap construction network. The networks presented in this sectionare used in Sect. 4 to construct improved heap construction networks of sizeO(n log logn), and in Sect. 5 to give a reduction from selection to heap con-struction.Lemma 1 gives a network implementation of the sifting down algorithm usedin the heap construction algorithm by Floyd [10].



Lemma 1. Let T be a binary tree of size n and height h. If the subtrees rootedat the children of the root satisfy heap order, then the elements of T can berearranged to satisfy heap order with a network of size n � 1 and depth 2h. Atdepth 2i + 1 and 2i + 2 of the network the comparators are only between nodesat level i and i+ 1 in T . All comparators correspond to edges of T , and for eachedge there is exactly one comparator.Proof. If the tree has height zero, no comparator is required. Otherwise let r bethe root and u and v the children of r. If u or v is not present, the steps belowwhich would involve v or u are skipped.First we apply the comparators r : u and r : v. Because Tu and Tv wereassumed to be heap ordered subtrees, r now has the minimum. After the twocomparators the heap order can be violated at the roots of both Tu and Tv. Wetherefore recursively apply the above to the subtrees Tu and Tv. Notice that thetwo recursively constructed networks involve disjoint nodes and therefore can beperformed in parallel. If r only has one child we still charge the network depthtwo to compare r with its children to guarantee that all comparisons done inparallel by the network correspond to edges between nodes at the same levelsin T .The depth of the network is two plus the depth of the deepest recursivelyconstructed network. By induction it follows that the depth of the network is2h, and that the network at depth 2i+ 1 and 2i+ 2 only performs comparisonsbetween nodes at level i and i + 1 in T . Furthermore, the network containsexactly one comparator for each edge of T . utNotice that the network has n � 1 comparators while the corresponding al-gorithm of Floyd only needs h comparisons. By replacing the sifting down al-gorithm in Floyd's heap construction algorithm by the sifting down networks ofLemma 1, we get the following lemma.Lemma 2. Let T be a binary tree of size n and height h which does not satisfyheap order, and let ni be the number of nodes at level i in T . Then a networkexists of sizePhi=0 i �ni and depth 4h� 2 which rearranges the elements of T tosatisfy heap order. All comparators correspond to edges of T .Proof. Initially all nodes at level h of T by de�nition are heap ordered binarytrees of height zero. Iteratively for each level i = h�1; : : : ; 0 we apply the siftingdown networks of Lemma 1 in parallel to the 2i subtrees rooted at level i of T ,to make these subtrees satisfy heap order. The resulting tree then satis�es heaporder. By Lemma 1 all comparators correspond to edges of T .The edge between a node v at level i and its parent corresponds to a set ofcomparators in the resulting network. These comparators are performed exactlywhen we apply the sifting down networks of Lemma 1 to an ancestor of v, i.e.,there are exactly i comparators corresponding to this edge. The total number ofcomparators isPhi=0 i � ni.By Lemma 1 the depth of the network is Phi=0 2i = h2 + h. But becausethe networks constructed by Lemma 1 proceeds top-down on T , having exactly



depth two for each level of T , the applications of Lemma 1 can be pipelined. Afterthe �rst two comparators of the applications of Lemma 1 to subtrees rooted atlevel i, the applications of Lemma 1 to subtrees rooted at level i � 1 can beinitiated. The application of Lemma 1 to the root of the tree can thereforebe initiated at depth 2(h � 1) + 1 of the network, i.e., the network has depth2(h� 1) + 2h = 4h� 2. utTheorem 1. There exists a heap construction network of size at most nblogncand depth 4blognc � 2. All comparators correspond to edges of T .Proof. Let the n input lines represent a heap shaped binary tree of height blognc.The theorem then follows from Lemma 2. utIn Fig. 2 we show the network of Theorem 1 for n = 15. The network hassize 34 and depth 10. Notice that the �rst two comparators of the applicationof Lemma 1 to the root of the tree (1 : 2 and 1 : 3) are done in parallel withthe third and fourth comparator of the applications of Lemma 1 to the subtreesrooted at nodes 2 and 3.x1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9x10x11x12x13x14x15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rrrr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rr rrrr rr rr rrFig. 2. A heap construction network for n = 15. All comparators are of the form i : j,where i < j.4 Heap Construction Networks of Size O(n log log n)In the following we give improved heap construction networks of depth O(logn)and size O(n log logn). The improved networks are obtained by combining thenetworks of Theorem 1 with e�cient selection networks.An arbitrary sorting network is obviously also an (n; t)-selection network,e.g., the sorting network of size O(n logn) by Ajtai et al. [1]. Due to the largeconstants involved in the sorting network of Ajtai et al., Pippenger [15] and



Jimbo and Maruoka [11] have developed specialized (n; bn=2c)-selection net-works of size O(n logn) where the involved constants are of reasonable size.The following lemma was developed by Jimbo and Maruoka [11].Lemma 3 (Jimbo and Maruoka). For an arbitrary constant C > 3= log3 �1:89, there exist (n; bn=2c)-selection networks of size at most Cn logn + O(n)and depth O(logn).Unfortunately, neither Pippenger [15] or Jimbo and Maruoka [11] give boundsfor general (n; t)-selection networks. The following lemma is a consequence ofLemma 3, and is su�cient for our purposes.Lemma 4. For an arbitrary constant C > 6= log 3 � 3:79, there exist (n; t)-selection networks of size Cn log t+ O(n) and depth O(logn � log t).Proof. The n input lines are partitioned into dn=te blocks B1; : : : ; Bdn=te of sizet each. By applying the selection networks of Lemma 3 to B1 [B2 we �nd the tleast elements of B1 [B2. By combining the dn=te blocks in a treewise fashionwith dn=te�1 applications of Lemma3 to 2t elements, we �nd the t least elementsof the n inputs. The resulting network has size (dn=te�1)(C �2t log 2t+O(2t)) =2Cn log t+ O(n) and depth O(logn � log t), for C > 3= log 3. utWe need the following de�nition. Let P be an arbitrary connected subset ofnodes of a binary tree T which contains the root of T . Let x1 � x2 � � � � � xjPj bethe set of elements in P, and let x01 � x02 � � � � � x0jPj be the set of elements in Pafter applying a network N to T . We de�ne a network N to be heap-convergent,if N for all possible inputs, all connected subsets P of nodes of T containing theroot of T , and i = 1; : : : ; jPj satis�es x0i � xi. Notice that sorting networks arenot heap-convergent. If P is the path to the rightmost node in the lowest levelof a tree, then P always contains the maximum element after applying a sortingnetwork, but the maximum element could initially be anywhere in the tree.Lemma 5. A comparator corresponding to an edge in a binary tree T is a heap-convergent network.Proof. Let the comparator be u : v, where v is a child of u in T . If P doesnot contain u it does not contain v either, implying that the elements in P areunchanged. If P contains both u and v, the set of elements is also unchanged. IfP contains u but not v, the comparator u : v can only replace the element at uwith a smaller element from v in which case x0i � xi for all i = 1; : : : ; jPj. utBecause the networks constructed by Theorem 1 only contain comparatorscorresponding to tree edges and heap convergence is a transitive property weimmediately have the following corollary:Corollary 1. The networks constructed by Theorem 1 are heap-convergent.Theorem 2. If for some constants C and d, there exist (n; t)-selection networksof size Cn log t + O(n) and depth O(logd n), then there exist heap constructionnetworks of size Cn log logn+O(n log log logn) and depth 4 logn+O(logd logn).



Proof. Assume without loss of generality that n � 4. Let the n input linesrepresent a heap shaped binary tree T of height h = blognc, and let k = dloghe �1. The heap construction network proceeds in three phases.1. To each subtree Tv rooted at level h�2k+1, apply in parallel (jTvj; 2k�1)-selection networks, such that all elements at the upper k levels of Tv becomeless than or equal to all elements at the remaining levels of Tv.2. Apply the heap construction networks of Theorem 1 to the uppermost h�klevels of T .3. In parallel apply Theorem 1 to each subtree Tv rooted at level h� 2k + 1.It follows immediately from Step 2 that the uppermost h � 2k levels of thetree satisfy heap order and from Step 3 that each subtree rooted at level h �2k+1 satis�es heap order. What remains to be proven for the correctness of thealgorithm is that for all nodes v at level h� 2k+1, the subtree Tv only containselements which are greater or equal to the elements on the path from the rootto v.After Step 1, the 2k � 1 least elements e0 � � � � � e2k�2 of Tv are at theuppermost k levels of Tv, which are exactly the levels of Tv which overlap withStep 2. Let p0 � � � � � ph�2k denote the elements on the path from the rootto v (excluding v) after Step 2. Because the network applied in Step 2 is heap-convergent and 2k � 2 � h� 2k, we have pi � ei for i = 0; : : : ; h� 2k by lettingP consist of the path from the root to v together with the upper k levels of Tv.We conclude that after Step 2 all elements on the path from the root to v aresmaller than or equal to all the elements in Tv, and that after Step 3, T satis�esheap order.From Theorem 1 we get the following upper bound on the size and depth ofthe resulting network. The size is bounded by�Cn log 2k +O(n)� +O � n2k log n2k�+ �n log 22k +O(n)� ;which is (C + 2)n log logn+ O(n), and the depth is bounded byO �logd 22k�+ (4(h� k)� 2) + (4(2k � 1) � 2) ;which is 4 logn+ O(logd logn).The \+2" in the size bound comes from the application of the heap con-struction networks of Theorem 1 in Step 3. If we instead apply the aboveconstruction recursively in Step 3, we get heap construction networks of sizeCn log logn+(C+2)n log log logn+O(n) and depth 4 logn+O(logd logn). utNotice that in Steps 1 and 3 we could have used arbitrary sorting networks,but in Step 2 it is essential that the heap construction network used is heap-convergent. By applying the construction recursively O(log� n) times the asymp-totic size could be slightly improved, but the constant in front of n log logn wouldstill be C. From Lemma 4 we get the following corollary:



Corollary 2. For an arbitrary constant C > 6= log 3 � 3:79, there exist heapconstruction networks of size Cn log logn+O(n log log logn) and depth 4 logn+O(log2 logn).5 A Lower Bound for the Size of Heap ConstructionNetworksWe now prove that the construction of the previous section is optimal. Let S(n; t)denote the minimal size of (n; t)-selection networks, and let H(n) denote theminimal size of heap construction networks on n inputs. The following lowerbound on S(n; t) is due to Alekseev [2].Lemma 6 (Alekseev). S(n; t) � (n� t)dlog(t+ 1)e.Theorem 3. H(n) � S(n; blognc) �O(n).Proof. The theorem is proven by giving a reduction from (n; t)-selection to heapconstruction. We prove that (n; t)-selection can be done by networks with sizeH(n) + 2t+1 � 2t� 2.First we construct a heap over the n inputs with a network of size H(n), andmake the observation that the t least elements can only be at levels 0; : : : ; t� 1of the heap.The minimum is at the root, i.e., at output line one. To �nd the second leastelement we consider the implicit heap given by the lines n; 2; 3; : : : ; 2t�1. Noticethat the root is now line n. By applying the sifting down network of Lemma 1to the levels 0; : : : ; t� 1 of this tree the remaining t� 1 least inputs are at levels0; : : : ; t � 2 of this tree. The second least element is now at output line n. Byiteratively letting the root be lines n � 1; n� 2; : : : ; n � t � 2, and by applyingLemma 1 to trees of decreasing height, the t least elements will appear in sortedorder at output lines 1; n; n� 1; n� 2; : : : ; n� t+ 2. If the t smallest inputs arerequired to appear at the �rst t output lines, the network lines are permutedaccordingly.The total number of comparators for the t� 1 applications of Lemma 1 ist�1Xi=0(2i+1 � 2) = 2t+1 � 2t� 2 :We conclude that the resulting (n; t)-selection network has size H(n) + 2t+1 �2t�2, implyingH(n) � S(n; t)�2t+1+2t+2. By letting t = blognc the theoremfollows. utBy combining Lemma 6 and Theorem 3, we get the following corollary.Corollary 3. H(n) � n log logn� O(n).
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